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Environmental light can exert potent effects on physiology and behaviour,

including pupil size, vigilance and sleep. Previous work showed that these

non-image forming effects can last long beyond discontinuation of short-
wavelength light exposure. The possible functional effects after switching off

long-wavelength light, however, have been insufficiently characterized. In a

series of controlled experiments in healthy adult volunteers, we evaluated

the effects of five minutes of intense red light on physiology and performance

during subsequent darkness. As compared to prior darkness, prior red light

induced a subsequent sustained pupil dilation. Prior red light also increased

subsequent heart rate and heart rate variability when subjects were asked to

perform a sustained vigilance task during the dark exposure. While these

changes suggest an increase in the mental effort required for the task, it

could not prevent a post-red slowing of response speed. The suggestion that

exposure to intense red light affects vigilance during subsequent darkness,

was confirmed in a controlled polysomnographic study that indeed showed

a post-red facilitation of sleep onset. Our findings suggest the possibility of

using red light as a nightcap.
1. Introduction
Environmental light drives many aspects of human physiology and behaviour,

including pupil diameter and both the rhythmic and acute expression of vigilance

and sleep. These non-image forming effects of light critically involve retinal

ganglion cells, which not only relay extrinsic input from the classical rod and

cone phototransduction pathways but also possess intrinsic light sensitivity

through the expression of the blue-sensitive (lmax ¼ approximately 480 nm)

photopigment melanopsin in the cellular membrane [1]. These so-called intrinsi-

cally photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) spontaneously fire at a low

rate [1–4] that increases with higher light intensity, with functional conse-

quences [5] that can last long after discontinuation of the light exposure. For

example, sustained post-illumination activation of the olivary pretectal nucleus

(OPN) by ipRGCs leads to a persistent pupillary constriction known as the

post-illumination pupil response (PIPR) [6]. The PIPR reflects a persistent photo-

induced increase in the resting-state firing rate of ipRGCs beyond light exposure,

which is more pronounced with increasing short-wavelength irradiance of the

preceding light stimulus [1,7].
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Previous studies on the sustained pupil constriction

after short-wavelength light presumed no persistent post-

illumination effects of long-wavelength light and considered

the latter an inert control condition [8–10]. However, a closer

examination of the results of some experiments suggests that

after a red light stimulus is turned off, the pupil could re-

dilate to diameters larger than prior to the stimulus being

turned on [11,12]. The series of studies we here present is the

first to systematically address whether such a post-red increase

in pupil diameter can indeed be demonstrated and if so, how it

relates to vigilance.

To determine the experimental approach to these aims, it

should be considered that pupil diameter is not only dependent

on current and past luminance involving effects on the sphinc-

ter muscle. The pupil diameter also reflects the vigilance state of

the brain, involving locus coeruleus activation and sympathetic

pathways acting on the dilatory muscle [13]. For example, alert-

ness and effort increase pupil diameter. If pupil diameter

reflects both past and current luminance as well as the vigilance

state, which of these factors could be involved if prior exposure

to bright red light induces a subsequent increase in diameter,

measured during complete darkness relative to baseline?

Theoretically, a first possibility would be that a pulse of red

light results in a decrease in the spontaneous firing rate of

ipRGCs during subsequent darkness and consequently their

effect on constriction-inducing activity in the downstream

OPN. Although the possibility of post-red suppression of

ipRGC resting-state firing underlying the PIPR is strictly

hypothetical, it has been demonstrated that a pulse of red

light can suppress ipRGC firing during darkness if it is

enhanced by prior exposure to blue light [14].

A second possibility would be that a prior pulse of red light

would boost subsequent input to the dilatory muscle by

increasing alertness or effort. An increased pupil diameter cor-

responding with an increase in alertness is however unlikely:

subjective alertness during darkness actually decreased across

red light exposure [15]. Although no objective measures were

assessed in this study, a decrease in alertness would rather con-

tribute to a decrease in resting-state pupil dilation, not an

increase. However, if the research paradigm were such that

participants had to fight their drop in alertness in order to

keep performing well on a task, the mental effort involved

could indeed increase pupil diameter [16]. A recent study

indeed suggested that people might get less alert and require

more effort when exposed to broadband light that is

dominated by the red part of the spectrum [17].

These examples help to define the requirements of research

paradigms to systematically address whether a post-red

increase in pupil diameter can be demonstrated and, if so,

how it relates to vigilance. The paradigms should not only

include pupillometry but also objective measures of vigilance,

both with and without requiring effort. Hence, we systemati-

cally evaluated post-illumination effects of intense red light

on subsequent pupil diameter, on a sustained vigilance task

requiring psychophysiological effort, and on sleep propensity

in the absence of effort requirements. Objective measures

were obtained using: (i) pupillometry [7]; (ii) response speed

indices of sustained alertness [18] and electrocardiographic

indices of effort [19] during the most commonly used psycho-

motor vigilance task (PVT); (iii) an adapted version of the

multiple sleep latency test (MSLT), which is a golden standard

for sleep propensity assessment [20]. Since assessments of sus-

tained alertness and sleep propensity require measurement
intervals of at least several minutes, possible post-illumination

effects of brief light pulses were deemed too short-lasting [7].

Therefore, to obtain reliable outcome measures, we used

longer-lasting light pulses with longer-lasting effects [21].
2. Methods
In Experiment 1, we investigated how pupil diameter and

response speed during an auditory version of the PVT, assessed

in complete darkness, changed from before to after red and blue

light exposure. Experiment 2 addressed whether the effects

found in Experiment 1 involved changes in mental effort, by sim-

ultaneous electrocardiographic assessment of the period between

the peaks of two consecutive R-waves (R–R interval). Moreover,

Experiment 2 systematically evaluated whether the observed

effects were consistent across the day and across supine and

upright postures. This was in preparation of Experiment 3, in

which we used an extended all-day adaptation of the MSLT to

assess whether prior red, green or blue light exposure affected

sleep propensity during subsequent darkness.

(a) Participants
In total, 40 young adults participated (Experiment 1: six males, six

females, mean age+ s.d.: 24.3+2.1 years; Experiment 2: six

males, six females, mean age+ s.d. ¼ 26.1+3.6 years; Exper-

iment 3: six males, 10 females, mean age+ s.d.¼ 24.1+4.2

years). All participants were in good health, free of medication,

and had neither sleep complaints nor a history of ocular pathology,

as indicated by the www.sleepregistry.nl [22] implementation of

the Duke clinical Structured Interview for Sleep Disorders [23].

According to Nagel anomaloscope tests (Model I, Schmidt and

Haensch GmbH & Co., Berlin, Germany), none of the participants

suffered from red–green colour vision defects, which are the most

common type of colour vision deficiency [24]. The Munich

Chronotype Questionnaire showed that none of the participants

was an extreme chronotype (mean mid-sleep on free days + s.d.:

05.18+00.53) [25]. All participants worked regular office hours

and did not travel across time-zones for at least a month prior

to participation. The participants were instructed to refrain from

caffeine and alcohol intake from 16.00 on the day preceding

each assessment. Daily sleep diaries and actigraphy (Geneactiv,

ActivInsights Ltd., Kimbolton, UK) were assessed to verify that

participants kept to the sleep timing instructions [26]. The protocol

was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the VU Univer-

sity Medical Center Amsterdam (protocol NL43319.029.13) and all

participants gave their written informed consent.

(b) Experiment 1
(i) Light exposure
We illuminated the right eye with a dilated pupil (tropicamide

0.5%) in free view using red and blue light-emitting diodes (red:

C503B-RAS, blue: C503B-BAN; Cree, Durham, NC, USA) that

were integrated in a light panel (16 � 10 cm) at 5 cm from the illu-

minated eye (figure 1a,c). The red (peak wavelength [full width

half maximum]: 635 [20] nm) and blue (465 [20] nm) lights were

matched in photon flux (14.7+0.1 log10 photons/cm2/s).

(ii) Pupil diameter
The pupil diameter of the left eye, which was not targeted by the

light stimuli, was continuously measured at 25 Hz during the

entire light exposure paradigm using a custom-made infrared

pupillometry set-up that was validated and previously described

in more detail [28]. The participants were asked to fixate on a

target projected at infinity in front of their left eye in order to

limit eye movements and prevent pupillary changes resulting

http://www.sleepregistry.nl
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Figure 1. Illumination characteristics. The top row shows the spectral power distribution of the red (irradiance: 178 mW cm22) and blue (159 mW cm22) light
stimulus from Experiments 1 þ 2 (a) and the red (1286 mW cm22), green (1108 mW cm22) and blue (2501 mW cm22) stimuli from Experiment 3 (b). The bar
plots in the bottom row indicate the activation of each of the photoreceptors in the human eye by the two stimuli from Experiments 1 þ 2 (c) and the three stimuli
from Experiment 3 (d ). Illumination characteristics were estimated from the spectral irradiance at eye level (AvaSpec-3648-USB2 spectrometer, Avantes, Apeldoorn,
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from accommodation and convergence. Missing data points (e.g.

due to eye blinks) were interpolated using nearest neighbour

interpolation. All analyses used the pupil diameter averaged

over the middle three minutes for each of the 5-min blocks of

darkness, overlapping with the interval of PVT performance.

(iii) Psychomotor vigilance
The participants performed a 3-min auditory PVT implemented on

an Arduino Mega microcontroller (https://www.arduino.cc/).

The PVT commenced at the onset of the second minute of each

5-min non-illumination block. The participants had to press a

response button as fast as possible when a continuous 880-Hz

tone was played. When the button was pressed, the tone stopped

and the response latency was recorded by the microcontroller with

a millisecond temporal resolution. The inter-stimulus interval

quasi-randomly varied between 1 and 10 s, resulting in an average

of 31 observations per block. Means were calculated over the

inverse of the response latency to obtain a normally distributed

measure of response speed without compromising statistical

power [29].

(iv) Procedures
The participants underwent two light exposure paradigms,

each consisting of three consecutive 5-min blocks: (i) darkness, red

light, darkness; and (ii) darkness, blue light, darkness (figure 2a,b).

The participants were exposed to each light exposure paradigm

once, in a randomized order, separated by 3 days. Laboratory

visits were between 08.30 and 17.00, with the timing of the two
visits being kept constant within each participant. The participants

received the instruction to maintain regular and sufficient sleep

from 3 days prior to each visit. To standardize prior light exposure,

each visit commenced with a period of 30 min of dim white

light (less than 3 lux), where an experimenter present in the room

verified that the participants kept their eyes open and remained

awake. Subsequently, participants were exposed to the light

exposure paradigm.

(c) Experiment 2
(i) Heart rate
The set-up was identical to Experiment 1, except for the addition

of electrocardiography (Shield-ECG/EMG, Olimex, Plovdiv,

Bulgaria), which was co-recorded during PVT performance in

order to obtain the most reliable electrocardiographic marker

for mental effort from the R–R interval [19]. The R–R interval

was automatically detected in the electrocardiogram (sampling

frequency: 512 Hz) using the Pan–Tompkins algorithm [30]

implemented in MATLAB (Version 2014a, The Mathworks,

Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The detection results were visually ver-

ified, and manually corrected when necessary (e.g. during noisy

data segments). R–R intervals that were more than 3.5 standard

deviations from the mean R–R interval of each recording were

rejected in order to exclude ectopic and arrhythmic events

[31], after which an average was calculated as primary index

of mental effort [19]. We moreover assessed the standard devi-

ation of the R–R intervals (SDNN) and the square root of the

mean squared differences of successive R–R intervals (RMSSD).

https://www.arduino.cc/
https://www.arduino.cc/
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Figure 2. Post-illumination changes in pupil diameter and vigilance measured during darkness after exposure to red and blue light (Experiment 1). (a,b) The
participants underwent two exposure paradigms on separate days, each consisting of three consecutive 5-min blocks, as indicated by the bars: baseline darkness
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SDNN is a measure of total variability with contributions from

both sympathetic as well as vagal activity, whereas RMSSD is con-

sidered as a marker of vagal tone [31]. The ratio between SDNN

and RMSSD (SDNN/RMSSD) was calculated as an index of the

sympathovagal balance [32]. In accordance with common

procedures, R – R interval variability parameters were trans-

formed using the natural logarithm (ln) to obtain a more

normal distribution of the measures [33].
(ii) Procedures
The participants visited the laboratory twice, separated by 3 days,

once at 09.00 and once at 13.00, because the effects of red light on

vigilance-related measures may vary across daytime [34]. They

received the instruction to maintain regular and sufficient sleep

from 3 days prior to each laboratory visit. During each visit the par-

ticipants underwent one light exposure paradigm in upright and

one in supine position to assess the effect of body posture. Brain

activity, autonomic activityand their associations with performance

can differ considerably between supine and upright postures [35].

Posture moreover strongly affects arousal and vigilance [36],

which in turn can tonically affect pupil diameter and its responses

to light [37]. It is highly relevant to address these differences e.g.

in preparation of functional magnetic resonance imaging studies.

Time of day and posture were counterbalanced over the two visits
and posture was moreover counterbalanced within each partici-

pant. Prior to each light exposure paradigm the participants were

first put into the appropriate position, after which they remained

in dim light (less than 3 lux) for 30 min. During this dimly lit

period, the participants were observed by an experimenter present

in the room, who was different from Experiment 1. The exper-

imenter’s interaction was standardized and limited to verifying

that the participants kept their eyes open and remained awake.

The first light exposure paradigm of each visit was followed by

20 min of free movement in a room light environment (200 lux).

In total, the participants underwent four light sequences,

each randomly selected from three different exposure paradigms

consisting of seven consecutive 5-min blocks (figure 3a). During

one block the participants were exposed to red light and during

a later block to blue light. Similar to another study on functio-

nal post-illumination effects [38], the red light block was always

earlier in the sequence than the blue light block in order to

avoid prior blue light interfering with the functional changes fol-

lowing red light, which form the main focus of our study. For

instance, we previously showed that the pupil constriction after

five minutes of blue light can remain during 30 min of subsequent

darkness [28]. All other blocks were kept dark. To allow for

mixed-effects model-disentangling of wavelength effects from

time-on-task effects [39], the timing of the light exposure blocks

was systematically shifted across the three sequences (figure 3c).
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(d) Experiment 3
(i) Light exposure
Red (peak wavelength [full width half maximum]: 630 [20] nm),

blue (460 [20] nm) and green (520 [31] nm) light were applied

to both eyes with an undilated pupil using a light panel (53 cm�
31 cm) containing RGB light-emitting diodes (WS2812B, Luxalight

B.V., Eindhoven, The Netherlands) that was placed in front of the

participant at 57 cm from the eyes (figure 1b,d). The three light

stimuli were matched with respect to photon flux (15.7+
0.2 log10 photons/cm2/s). Eye tracking (The Eye Tribe Tracker,

The Eye Tribe, Copenhagen, Denmark) was performed to verify

that the participants kept their eyes open and aimed their gaze at

the light panel.

(ii) Sleep propensity
Using electroencephalography (Geodesic EEG system 300, Electri-

cal Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, USA) and standardized sleep scoring

procedures [40], sleep stages were scored offline in 30 s epochs

by two experienced sleep technicians blind to the manipulations,

with consensus reached in case of scoring differences. Sleep

onset was defined as three consecutive 30 s epochs of light sleep

(i.e. stage 1) or one 30 s epoch of deeper sleep (i.e. stage 2 or

slow wave sleep) [20]. Given that standard sleep scoring
procedures require at least half of the 30 s epoch to be spent in

sleep for actually labelling this epoch as sleep [40], we estimated

that sleep onset occurred at the midpoint of the first half of the

sleep onset epoch. Where participants failed to reach sleep onset

within 30 min, sleep onset latency was scored as 30 min [41].

Sleep onset latencies have the same skewed distribution as

response latencies in the PVT, which we verified to likewise be

best reciprocally transformed, resulting in a normally distributed

measure of sleep propensity.

(iii) Procedures
The participants received the instruction to maintain regular and

sufficient sleep from 7 days until the penultimate day prior to

the sleep propensity assessment. During the night immediately

preceding the laboratory visit, they were instructed to restrict

their sleep: compared to their habitual sleep times, bedtime was

1 h later and wake up time was earlier (i.e. at 06.00). The adapted

version of the MSLT started at 09.00 and included eight consecu-

tive 81 min blocks. Each block started with a standardized

10 min break in dim room light (less than 1 lux), which included

a mandatory bathroom visit and consumption of an isocaloric

snack (150 kcal) in order to avoid of effects of postural changes

[36] and food intake [42] on sleep propensity. After this break,

the participants were put in bed in a semi-supine position for
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Figure 4. Post-illumination changes in sleep propensity (sleep latency21)
measured during darkness after exposure to red, green and blue light (Exper-
iment 3). The bars represent sleep propensity after red (PR), green (PG) and
blue (PB) light exposure relative to baseline (BL) sleep propensity (i.e. after
prior exposure to darkness). The error bars represent the within-subject 95%
confidence interval. Asterisk indicates within-subject differences between the
post-light trials and the post-dark trials (*p , 0.05).
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(e) Statistical analysis
Data from all three experiments were analysed with mixed-effect

regression models (electronic supplementary material S4), which

are optimally suited to account for between-subject differences

(e.g. in pupil diameter [43]). All mixed-effects models were per-

formed using the ‘lme4’ package for R (v. 3.2.3, R Foundation for

Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
3. Results
(a) Pupil dilation and reduced vigilance during darkness

after red light
In Experiment 1, we showed that the average pupil diameter

was larger during darkness after prior red light (mean+
s.e.m.: 6.24+0.28 mm, p ¼ 0.02) than the diameter during

darkness preceding the light exposure (5.67+0.22 mm;

figure 2c). In agreement with previous work [7], the average

pupil diameter was smaller after blue light exposure (3.52+
0.24 mm, p , 0.001). There was a non-significant trend of slow-

ing of PVT response speed from before (4.12+0.12 s21) to after

red light exposure (4.05+0.16 s21, p ¼ 0.10), but there was no

change after blue light (4.18+0.13 s21, p ¼ 0.17; figure 2d ).

The results from Experiment 2 replicated the functional

changes after long-wavelength light seen in Experiment 1,

with even more pronounced effects, possibly because of a

lower contribution of between-day variance in Experiment 2

than in Experiment 1. Compared to baseline darkness (pupil

diameter mean+ s.e.m.: 4.66+0.10 mm; response speed

adjusted for time-on-task: 4.11+0.07 s21), in darkness follow-

ing red light we again found pupil dilation (5.34+0.12 mm,

p , 0.001; figure 3b) and the slowing of response speed that

was marginally significant in Experiment 1 now reached sig-

nificance (4.01+0.12 s21, p ¼ 0.004; figure 3d). Response

speed slowed in spite of increased mental effort as indicated by

a shorter R–R interval (918+20 versus 927+11 ms, p ¼ 0.04;

electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

Analysis of R–R interval variability in darkness following

red light showed a higher ln SDNN (4.21+0.05 versus

4.16+0.03 ln ms, p ¼ 0.049). At the same time, ln RMSSD

had a tendency to decrease (3.89+0.07 versus 3.93+0.04 ln

ms, p ¼ 0.08), indicating that the higher ln SDNN did not

arise from a stronger cardiac vagal tone, but rather from an

increase in cardiac sympathetic activity suggestive of increased

mental effort. Accordingly, we found a larger ln SDNN/

RMSSD (0.32+0.05 versus 0.23+0.02, p , 0.001) suggestive

of a possible increased sympathovagal balance.
In darkness after blue light we found the well-

documented sustained pupil constriction (2.95+0.08 mm,

p , 0.001), but no change in response speed (4.11+0.12 s21,

p ¼ 0.96), R–R interval (927+17 ms, p ¼ 0.93) and its varia-

bility (ln SDNN: 4.20+0.05 ln ms, p ¼ 0.15; ln RMSSD:

3.93+0.51 ln ms, p ¼ 0.81; ln SDNN/RMSSD: 0.26+0.04,

p ¼ 0.16). All post-illumination effects were consistent across

the day and across upright and supine posture (all p . 0.12),

thus meeting the conditions for a subsequent MSLT study.

(b) Red light exposure increases subsequent sleep
propensity

The results from Experiment 3 showed a stronger sleep pro-

pensity (i.e. the inverse of sleep latency) after 5 min red

light (mean+ s.e.m.: 0.41+0.06 min21) than following 5 min

darkness (0.33+0.04 min21, p¼ 0.04; figure 4). Whereas long-

wavelength light facilitated the subsequent transition to sleep

in darkness, no significant effect was seen after blue (0.32+
0.03 min21, p¼ 0.95) or green light (0.27+0.03 min21, p¼ 0.14).
4. Discussion
The present study focused on late sustained effects of pre-

exposure to long-wavelength light on pupil diameter and

vigilance during subsequent darkness. Following bright red

light exposure, we found a persistent pupil dilation. Consistent

across the experiments, bright red light attenuated vigilance

during subsequent darkness, as indicated by a slower response

speed during vigilance tasks and by a faster transition from

wakefulness to sleep during the MSLTs.

During the vigilance task performed after red light, objec-

tive cardiac indices suggested an increased mental effort

that was insufficient to completely rescue task performance.

We found no changes in indicators of mental effort or vigilance

following blue or green (520 nm) light. This was in line with a

previous study showing that subjective alertness declined from

before to after red but not blue or green (515 nm) light [15].

Accordingly, electroencephalographic experiments showed a
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more pronounced reduction of alpha activity (e.g. a classical

marker for increased mental effort [44]) during red than blue

light [45,46]. Several light therapy trials used red light as a pla-

cebo treatment. Although the intensity of such red light

exposures was generally 10–50 times lower than in the present

study, the exposure is usually much longer than 5 min,

suggesting that such a condition may not necessarily be inert.

Indeed, in our own previous work, daily red light may have

increased subjective sleepiness [47].

Previous reports have addressed differential post-

illumination effects of broadband light in which the red part

of the spectrum was differentially represented. Studies in

humans have shown that complete absence of short-wavelength

light before bedtime improves sleep [48], while its presence

leads to the opposite effect [49] in a blue-amount-dependent

manner [50]. An intriguing possibility suggested by our find-

ings is that red light prior to bedtime might have applied

practical value to facilitate sleep onset, not only as an alterna-

tive for short-wavelength light (e.g. blue-enriched light from

self-luminous screens [51]) but also as actively facilitating

sleep onset. It remains to be evaluated whether blue-light-

depleted electronic devices with light-emitting screens could

have similar effects to the red light applied in the current

studies, because the typical intensity of light emitted from

such screens is 10–30 times lower, and the spectrum is broader,

than applied in the present study [52]. It would be interesting

for future studies to determine to what extent our findings

depend on the intensity of the light exposure, for instance by

constructing a dose–response curve of sleep propensity as a

function of intensity of prior red light.

Future studies should however first address whether the

post-red effects on sleep propensity during daytime, as here

demonstrated, can also be found prior to habitual bedtime.

If so, long-wavelength light may serve as a nightcap and

possibly be of use in the treatment of sleep-onset insomnia

[53]. This suggestion was supported by previous work show-

ing that, as compared to exposure to darkness, two hours of

evening exposure to green light—with a considerably longer

wavelength than in our study (550 nm)—appeared to acceler-

ate the decrease of core body temperature that is known to be

conductive to sleep [49]. Moreover, slow wave activity

seemed to be higher during the first two hours of sleep and

to decline faster during the first half of the night, which

could be interpreted as sleep with a highly efficient dissipa-

tion of sleep pressure [54]. Given that the effect of prior

light can endure beyond sleep onset [49], it seems moreover

valuable to evaluate the effect of long-wavelength light

prior to bedtime on subsequent sleep quality.

From our experiments we were unable to discriminate

between the relative contributions of the different phototrans-

duction pathways to the functional effects of red light.

Long-wavelength cones possess the highest sensitivity to red

light and their involvement therefore seems most probable,

particularly because previous experiments indicated that

cones contribute to various non-image forming effects of red

light [55]. The post-illumination effects of red light in our

study may also involve intrinsic ipRGC phototransduction,

even if acute ipRGC-mediated effects during long-wavelength

exposure can be marginal in some paradigms [1], but not in

all. For example, patch clamp experiments on in vitro mouse

retinas showed that, after pharmacological blockage of input

from rods and cones while preserving the intrinsic phototrans-

duction circuitry, the sustained ipRGC photoresponse induced
after short-wavelength light is acutely suppressed after sub-

sequent exposure to long-wavelength (orange) light [14].

Moreover, rod photoreceptors may also add to the effects we

observed, given their important contributions to the pupillary

light reflex [56] and circadian photoentrainment [57]. Given

that the red light stimuli, like the other stimuli in our study,

activated each of the known photoreceptors in the human

eye [27], it would be most interesting to add complementary

pupillometry paradigms that can disentangle the contributions

from the different photoreceptors to the observed functional

effects [58]. Moreover, it may prove fruitful for future studies

to apply light with additional wavelengths (e.g. green light

with a longer wavelength) in order to add to the multivariate

finger print of rod, cone and melanopsin involvement in

functional post-illumination effects.

A limitation of Experiment 2 was that the order of the two

light stimuli was fixed: red light was always earlier in the light

exposure paradigm than blue. We cannot completely exclude

the possibility that prior red light exposure has affected the

size of post-illumination effects following blue light, although

we previously showed that prior red light exposure did not

affect the pupil constriction following blue light [28]. A limit-

ation of Experiment 3 was that the light stimuli were applied

to an undilated pupil, preventing us from standardizing the

amount of light reaching the retina, which may have added var-

iance to the post-illumination effects on sleep propensity. The

physiological and possible (pre-) clinical significance of our find-

ings remains to be investigated, because the size of the effects of

prior red light was rather small with considerable variability.

In conclusion, the present study identified lasting effects

of five minutes of exposure to bright red light. Such exposure

increased pupil diameter and slowed response speed despite

cardiac indices suggesting increased mental effort during a

vigilance task. It also facilitated the transition between

wake and sleep. Underlying mechanisms including the possi-

bility of sustained suppression of ipRGC firing rate and

functional consequences thereof remain to be investigated

in animal studies. Our findings suggest that it should care-

fully be considered whether red light is an appropriate

inert control condition, and may act as nightcap.
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